As the number of cores inside compute clusters continues to grow, the scalability of MPI (Message Passing Interface) is important to ensure that programs can continue to execute on an ever-increasing number of cores. One important scalability issue for MPI is the implementation of communicators and groups. Communicators and groups are an integral part of MPI and play an essential role in the design and use of libraries. It is challenging to create an MPI implementation to support communicators and groups to scale to the hundreds of thousands of processes that are possible in today's clusters. In this paper we present the design and evaluation of techniques to support the scalability of communicators and groups in MPI.
INTRODUCTION
As the size of clusters grows, there is increased interest in the scalability of MPI (Message Passing Interface) applications. There are now several machines on the TOP500 list [21] with more than 200,000 cores. As MPI is the dominant model used for parallel programming in high performance computing [6] , MPI applications remain one of the main targets of large cluster machines and there is the need to scale them to execute with hundreds and thousands or even millions of MPI processes. Many of the scalability issues associated with MPI were highlighted in a recent paper by Balaji et al [4] entitled "MPI on a million processors". The focus of this paper is to address scalability issues of MPI middleware related to groups and communicators.
MPI groups and communicators are among the more challenging scalability issues associated with the MPI middleware. Information about ranks inside a group or communicator is normally stored in list form using an array [10] . The space requirement using this approach is thus linear with respect to the number of MPI processes and unsuitable for large scale systems. For one million processes the standard array for ranks to store a single group may require up to 4 Mbytes. The memory consumed by groups is especially critical on machines like the BlueGene machine with nodes having only 512 Mbytes per processor, but in general since the use of many groups and communicators in MPI programs is common it can easily become an issue on any large machine.
Starting in 2008, we began implementing a version of MPI called Fine-grain MPI (FG-MPI) [16] . FG-MPI uses nonpreemptive cooperating fibers (i.e., coroutines) to support thousands of MPI processes inside an operating system (OS) process. These processes are all full-fledged MPI processes, each with their own MPI rank, that communicate using MPI middleware. FG-MPI is a fine-grain version of MPICH2 [3] and extends the process-based model of MPICH2 to multiple MPI processes inside an OS process while maintaining MPICH2's support for intra-node and inter-node communication. By decoupling MPI processes from that of an OS process, it is possible to vary the number of MPI processes to match the problem rather than the machine. It is also possible, with sufficient memory, to scale up the number of processes to arbitrarily large numbers of MPI processes. The scalability of FG-MPI makes it possible to use the system to investigate scalability issues associated with MPI and MPI middleware. Using FG-MPI we were able to explore different designs and experimentally test and evaluate the scalability of these solutions inside an MPI implementation without the need for a large cluster. This paper makes the following contributions with regards to the scalability of groups and communications inside MPI. We investigate techniques for sharing the group map inside communicators. Although our use of this technique was inside a process, the same approach can be extended to sharing group information amongst processes inside a machine. The technique we developed required a re-definition of contextids and a new scalable algorithm for creating communicators. We introduce a framework for the use of various compact representations of the group map inside the communicator. A key element of this framework is the decomposition of the group map into a set and permutation. The representations investigated include compression, implicit representations based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), and succinct data structures. We experimentally investigate the time/space trade-offs of these representations for the type of groups structures that arise in MPI programs. Using a benchmark program that we designed we investigate the limitations with respect to the number of communicators, the size of their group, and the overhead for messaging in using the proposed framework on an MPI world varying from thousands to over 100,000 processes. To support scalability of MPI groups we propose to define a group as a set rather than a mapping. Not only does this provide an intuitive view of groups but it can lead to much smaller representations for groups and takes advantage of the set and permutation framework we introduce. We describe the small changes to MPI needed to support this view of groups. These changes allow the use of sets while maintaining the ability to map MPI processes as needed.
In Section 2 we give an overview of FG-MPI. In Section 3 we discuss the space requirements for communicators and groups. Section 4 describes the changes necessary in FG-MPI to support the sharing of the group information among fine-grain MPI processes. Section 5 introduces our set and permutation framework and Section 6 compares the representations used by the framework in terms of space and time. Section 7 describes the definition of a group as a set rather than a mapping. In Section 8 we evaluate the system using an MPI benchmark. Conclusions are given in Section 9.
FINE-GRAIN MPI
FG-MPI is a fine-grain version of MPICH2 to support multiple MPI processes inside each OS process [16] . As shown in Figure 1 , MPI processes may reside in the same OS process or spread across several OS processes on the same machine or distributed across different machines. To avoid any ambiguity with the term "process", we refer to an MPI process as a "proclet" and reserve the term process for an operating system's process. Proclets inside a process nonpreemptively yield to a scheduler that schedules the next runnable proclet for execution. The proclet scheduler is derived from Capriccio [22] , a user-level thread library, based on a very efficient coroutine library [20] with very low context switching overhead.
Proclets are full-fledged MPI processes each with its own unique rank in the MPI environment and communicates using the standard MPI message passing routines. If a proclet blocks on a communication operation during a call to the MPI middleware, it yields to another proclet through the scheduler. Within an OS process, the proclets share middleware communication structures such as the unexpected message queue, the posted receive queue as well as the communication channel endpoints for sending/receiving messages to other proclets outside of its own address space. As a result, a communication call by one proclet will progress messages for other proclets sharing its address space, which ensures we perform as much communication as possible for every call to the middleware. Proclets use the Nemesis [8] communication subsystem for sending/receiving messages to proclets in other address spaces on the same machine or different machines. Nemesis uses efficient low-latency, lock-free shared memory queues for communication between processes on the same machine, and provides multi-network support for communication between machines.
FG-MPI extends the hierarchical communication structure of MPI to another level where now in addition to communication between proclets on different machines and communication between proclets in different processes on the same machine, there is also communication between proclets inside the same process (see Figure 1) . We call proclets inside the same process "collocated proclets". The hierarchical structure of an MPI execution can be characterized in terms of C, the maximum number of proclets (coroutines) per process in the system, P , the maximum number of processes per machine, and M , the number of machines. The notation [C, P, M ] is used to classify different sizes of systems for the purpose of discussing their scalability. Notice that C and P are defined as the maximum proclets per process and process per machine to give upper bounds on time and space with respect to the total number of proclets. In general the number of proclets per process or processes per machine can vary as shown in Figure 1 . Even though all processes do not have 4 proclets, according to the definition it is a [4, 2, 2] system. The standard "one MPI process per process" model corresponds to a [1, P, M ] system. This notation allows us to discuss scalability in terms of the communication hierarchy and different trade-offs in space and communication time. Given N = C × P × M proclets in a [C, P, M ] system, one goal was to reduce the nonscalable O(N 2 ), space and communication time to O(CP 2 M 2 ) Although this may not be applicable to a [1, P, M ] system, similar techniques used to reduce C 2 to C can likewise be used for P . In our case C denotes coroutines inside pro-cesses, but the notation may also be useful for representing systems with threads or multiple connection endpoints [11] .
COMMUNICATORS AND GROUPS
Communicators and groups are an essential part of MPI and exist to support the development of higher level libraries [12] . A communicator is an opaque object and every communication routine in MPI takes a communicator as a parameter. Communicators divide the communication into disjoint communication contexts such that a message sent in one context can only be received by a routine with a communicator in the same context. Every proclet inside a communicator is assigned a rank from 0 to the group size minus one. In particular, since all new communicators are derived from the pre-defined communicator MPI_COMM_WORLD, the group of all proclets, every proclet in a system with N proclets is assigned a "world" rank from 0 to N − 1.
In order to route messages to their destination a communicator needs to know the location of the destination proclet. In a [1, P, M ] system the endpoint of a communication is a process and, as done in MPICH2, one can store the information about the destination as an array of pointers mapping group rank to a communication endpoint object. In FG-MPI, since the communication endpoints are no longer processes but proclets inside processes, we use a proclet's world rank to uniquely identify the destination of a message. When a message is sent in FG-MPI we add the world rank of the destination proclet and the Nemesis endpoint associated with the process to the message. Using the endpoint object Nemesis routes the message to the correct process and the middleware inside the process uses the world rank as part of the MPI matching criteria to deliver the message to the correct receive buffer. Most implementations of MPI store the mapping from group rank to destination proclet as an array for every destination, thus a group of size O(N ) requires O(N 2 ) space in total. Given that in general MPI programs may contain many groups of various sizes the amount of space consumed by group maps becomes prohibitive.
The space consumed by group maps becomes all the more challenging as one attempts to scale up the number of MPI processes to one million. For example, consider a [1000, 100, 10] system with one million proclets. Assuming that we can optimally encode each destination using˚lg (10 6 )ˇ= 20 bits, a new communicator which re-maps MPI_COMM_WORLD requires 2.5 MBytes of storage per proclet, 2.5 GBytes per process and 250 GBytes per machine and 2.5 TBytes in total! The techniques in this paper reduce the memory requirements for this example to 2.5 GBytes in total, and possibly significantly less depending on the mapping.
It is reasonable to expect that the size of systems will continue to grow and a [1, 8, 200000 ] system will soon exist, if it does not already. This was a motivation for the "million process MPI" paper [4] and systems with more than 100,000 cores already exist [21] . At this point, and even on many smaller systems, the memory saving techniques will be essential in order to use MPI and to take advantage of the benefits of communicators. Although we do not have access to a system of this scale, we are able to implement and evaluate these techniques inside FG-MPI for [C, P, M ] systems of this scale.
The first step to reduce the space requirements for communicators is to share the group map among collocated proclets. In a [C, P, M ] system with N = C × P × M proclets, this allows us to reduce the space requirements from O(N 2 ) to O(N × P × M ). In Section 4, we discuss the issues and optimizations involved in sharing of data structures among proclets. The second strategy, which benefits all [C, P, M ] systems, is to reduce the N factor. In Section 5 memory reduction techniques using different storage representations are discussed.
SHARING THE GROUP MAP
The two main routines for creating intracommunicators 1 in MPI are MPI_Comm_split and MPI_Comm_create. Communicators are created with respect to an outer communicator, where the new communicator or communicators is a subset of the proclets of the outer communicator. These routines are collective operations over the proclets in the outer communicator. The routines return with a local handle to the new communicator, which contains several fields (a) a pointer to the proclet group map, and (b) a context identifier. The group map identifies the members of the group associated with the communicator. The context identifier (context-id) is a fixed sized field inside the communicator that must match on all communications using the communicator. As long as the context-id of a communicator for a proclet is unique, the proclet cannot mistakenly receive a message sent to it using a different communicator. In this way libraries and the MPI middleware can use context-ids as a scoping mechanism.
To enable sharing the group map structure among the collocated proclets belonging to the new communicator, a hash table is used to coordinate the allocation of memory for the structure. Consider Figure 2 showing two processes X and Table   Global Hash Table  LID , Y inside one machine where proclets {2, 3, 4, 5} are creating communicator A. One of the proclets inside each process creates the group map structure and stores a pointer to the structure inside the global hash table. Subsequently, the other collocated proclets belonging to the same communicator use this hash table to lookup the group map pointer and cache the pointer inside its own communicator structure during the communicator creation operation. For sending messages, a proclet accesses the group map to find the world rank of the destination to put in the message envelope and then finds the process endpoint in the world rank table to route the message to the appropriate process.
An important precondition to the use of the hash table is that all collocated proclets belonging to the same new communicator need to have the same key to lookup the shared group map pointer in the global hash table. Furthermore, these keys need to be different for different communicators. Given that a context-id has to be created as part of the communicator and the properties of a context-id is similar to that of a key, we chose to generate a context-id that can serve both purposes.
During a communicator create routine, the context-id for a new communicator A is constructed from a combination of a leader identifier (LID) and leader bit index (LBI) denoted by LID, LBI where
• LID is the world rank of a representative chosen from the group underlying A, and
• LBI is an integer, uniquely chosen for every LID.
For LBI, every proclet maintains a bitmap of size 2 k where a one in location i of the bitmap signifies the use of that position, the bit is zero otherwise. For a given LID, LBI is the index of a free position in the bitmap which is then set to one. The context-id is constructed by concatenating the L bits needed to represent a world rank and k bits needed to represent LBI. In our implementation we set k = 6 and L = 21, which allows for a world size of 2 21 (millions of proclets) where each proclet can be chosen leader for as many as 64 communicators 2 . Context-id LID, LBI is globally unique since LID and LBI are equal only when they belong to the same communicator. Since LID, LBI is globally unique it is also process unique and therefore can be used as a key for sharing the group mapping for the communicator.
The pseudo-code for MPI_Comm_split is given in Procedure 1. The routine uses a leader-based approach where one proclet (the root) in the outer communicator gathers and then distributes the necessary information to all the other proclets. In line 4 the color and key information is gathered to the root. We also gather the bitmap information into B, which is used later in Line 10. The gathered data, together with rank of the proclets stored in S, is sorted by color, key and rank. Proclets belonging to the same color class belong to the same new communicator. In lines 4 to 16, the root computes the context-id. Although any bitmap with an unset bit can be chosen, we balance the choice of leader by finding the one that has been chosen the least number of times. We use the CID value to also define a local leader for each group. The root uses the world rank array to determine when proclets are collocated and for each group, and for each process it choses a local leader. Finally, in lines 17 to 25, we distribute the context-id and group information to all the proclets. All proclets receive the context-id, but since the group information is shared, we distribute the group Procedure 1 MPI_Comm_split(comm,color,key,ncomm) Let: Let N be the size of comm and rank 0 the root. Sort S, C, K, B with respect to C, K and rank. 8:
for each color class Ci do 9:
Find k in B with the fewest number of bits set 10:
Allocate CID[N ] // info for context-id 12:
for each j in the color class Ci do 13:
if S[k] is the first collocated proclet for group then 14: yield to wait for local leader 26: Use LID, LBI to create or get pointer to group map map only to the local leaders as identified in the context-id information. The remaining proclets yield and are not rescheduled until after the local leader has created the group map. For comm of size N , it takes O(N lg N ) time to sort the data at the root, O(N ) communications, and O(N ) space.
The pseudo-code for MPI_Comm_create is given in Procedure 2. The main difference between the routines is that Procedure 2 MPI_Comm_create(comm,group,ncomm) Require: Let G be group map from parameter group and N be the size of comm.
Allocate B[|G|] where B[0] ← bitmap of rank 0 3:
MPI Send(bitmap, to rank 0 in G)
Find k in B with the fewest number of bits set 9:
for each i = 1 to |G| − 1 do 11:
MPI Send({ LID, LBI , group rank}, rank i in G) 12: else 13:
MPI Recv({ LID, LBI , group rank}, rank 0 in G) 14: Use LID, LBI to create or get pointer to group map.
in MPI_Comm_create each proclet knows the group information. As well, since MPI 2.2, the group parameter to MPI_Comm_create can differ which can result in multiple communicators. Because proclets already have the group information, the only information missing is the context-id. In lines 1 to 6 rank 0 of the group gathers the bitmap information from the rest of the group members. Rank 0 computes LID, LBI , and in lines 7 to 13 sends the context-id information back to the group members. Because there can be more than one group, we cannot use collectives, and instead use explicit sends and receives to the group elements. For multiple groups, all of the groups can be actively sending and receiving messages at the same time since the groups are non-overlapping. In line 14 the proclet with smallest group rank uses it to create the group map and the remaining proclets will simply cache a pointer to their group map.
Discussion
The context-id as currently used in MPICH2 cannot be used as a key to share the group map for FG-MPI. In MPICH2 the context-id is directly generated from a bitmap of size 2 k that is allocated for each proclet at start-up with all bits initially set to one 3 . A new context-id is generated by performing a bitwise AND in MPI_Allreduce, where all proclets in the outer communicator of the operation obtain the result of the bitwise AND operation where a one bit in the i th position is an available context-id. As long as all proclets agree on which bit to choose, the lowest set bit [13] , then they will all agree on the same k-bit value to use to generate the context-id. Notice, that in the case of MPI_Comm_split every new communicator receives the same context-id. This is sufficient to ensure "safe" communication because the underlying groups for the new communicators are all disjoint, thus the context-id is guaranteed to be unique for all the communicators of which it is a member. But, because all of the new communicators have the same context-id, it cannot be used as a key to share the group map for each separate communicator. For FG-MPI we require that the context-id for communicators with members inside the same process be unique.
The definition of the context-id also affects the number of the communicators that can be created. In the case of MPICH2, a proclet can be a member of at most 2 k communicators, independent of the size of the world. As well, the limit on the number of context-ids can only be increased by increasing k, which essentially doubles the size of the bitmap and the amount of data for MPI_Allreduce. The contextid we have defined can be created as long as there is one proclet in the new communicator that has not been a leader 2 k times. Thus, the opportunity to create new context-ids grows with the size of the group which in turn depends on the size of the world. The difference is, in our case, the number of context-ids scales with the size of MPI_COMM_WORLD and k does not need to scale.
The other major difference in communicator creation is the use of leader-based communication where one proclet (the root) in the outer communicator gathers and then distributes the necessary information to all the other proclets. This avoids the "ALL"type collectives, like Allgather, which in the worst case consumes O(N 2 ) for an outer communicator G of size N . An advantage of MPICH2's context-id is that it can be generated with a single MPI_Allreduce operation, and in the case of MPI_Comm_create no further communication is needed. However, in the case of MPI_Comm_split, this is possible only after an earlier MPI_Allgather operation which temporarily requires O(N 2 ) space. This is a good example of the trade-offs between communication time and space where originally a [C,
The same techniques can be used to extend group sharing to processes, but it would incur some additional shared memory synchronization overheads.
The use of leaders is a key part of the design of FG-MPI. Not only does it avoid the scalability problems for creating communicators, leaders played an important role in defining location-aware collectives that can take advantage of the hierarchical communication structure in a [C, P, M ] system. In the next section we discuss different strategies for compact representations of the map structure that were used to reduce the overall memory consumption.
MAPPING MEMORY REDUCTION
The second technique to reduce the memory needed to store communicators is to use an efficient and compact representation to store the proclet group map. Although shown in Figure 2 as an array, we extended MPICH2 to use the framework shown in Figure 3 to store the proclet group map. The storage scheme depends on the properties of the map. The idea is to provide an open framework with a portfolio of representations from which to implement strategies with respect to different space and time trade-offs. The framework in Figure 3 distinguishes between simple map representations and between ordered and unordered groups. We separate out map representations because, as described in Section 6, arrays give the best time and using compression is often best with respect to space. However there are more interesting trade-offs when one distinguishes between groups using a default ordering and those groups for which the user has defined a particular non-default ordering. For proclet i, let gidA(i) denote the group rank of i with respect to communicator A, and let wid(i) be the world rank of i. For communicator A, The default ordering, or ordered map, is the map where for all i and j in A gidA(i) < gidA(j) if and only if wid(i) < wid(j).
Formally in the literature, the default map is called an ordered set (i.e., dictionary) and maps not satisfying the previous property are called unordered [5] . In MPI this is the default map in the sense that for many applications it suffices to specify the group and it is not necessary to order the mapping in one specific way. When the mapping is an ordered set then given gid(i), we need to return the gid(i) th smallest wid(i) in the set. On ordered sets, this operation is called SELECT and its inverse is called RAN K.
Further details about the representations in Figure 3 
we describe strategies build on top of the framework that attempt to minimize space, minimize time, and one that judiciously trades off time and space. Both the framework and strategies are designed to allow the framework to be extended with more representations and new strategies.
Range and Stride Representations
One simple type of group consists of a simple range or stride. A simple range and stride can be represented as the following function
mapping gidA(i), ranging from 0 to group size minus one, to its wid(i) value. In the formula S1 is the stride and S2 is the offset from zero. Storing a communicator using a range representation is ideal since it only requires constant space and constant time to perform SELECT.
A Range/Stride representation can arise from the use of MPI_Comm_create where the group parameter is the result of MPI_Group_range_incl and MPI_Group_range_excl group management operations. In general, these operations or sequences of them result in a collection of ranges and not one as required for our range representation.
Binary Decision Diagrams
For many explicit representations the space requirements can be large even when we are able to store them close to their information theoretic lower bound. Implicit representations on the other hand can take a advantage of specific patterns in the data to obtain very compact representations. Sets can be represented as a boolean function through a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) [7] . BDDs are boolean function representations that are widely used in practice for circuit design and scale to millions of nodes. We extracted a subset of the BDD routines from the BuDDy package by Jørn Lind-Nielsen [1] and integrated the data structures and operations into our framework.
We construct our group as a boolean function that returns true (1) if the input is a member of the group and false (0) otherwise. The input to create this function is the set of binary representations of wid(i) for all the members in the group, where each bit is a binary variable. Since in our case the group map is static, once the BDD is created we extract the paths that lead to true and discard the graph structure. Paths can be represented as a sequence of nodes where each node is either 0, 1, or X (don't care), thus requiring 2 bits per node. Paths are of length ⌈lg(N )⌉ and therefore p paths require at most 2p ⌈lg(N )⌉ bits.
The algorithm for SELECT finds the gidA(i) th smallest fully specified path from the ordered collection of paths extracted from the BDD. The algorithm proceeds iteratively from the first node in the set of all paths down to the last node (i.e. the (⌈lg(N )⌉−1) th node). On each step, it uses the current rank (initially set to gidA(i)) to determine whether or not the wid(i) is in a path with bit 0 or 1 (don't cares are split half and half). Depending on the value of gidA(i), we discard the paths with a 0 or those with 1, appropriately adjust the value of gidA(i), and repeat the operation for the next node on the remaining paths 4 . The algorithm returns the gidA(i) th wid(i) in at most O(p × lg N ) steps. The number of paths left at each step of the algorithm depends on the size of the BDD as well as on the number of X's encountered, which can result in costly SELECT times. We avoid this situation by limiting the working memory size for the BDD and the total count of the number of paths, and creating the BDD only when the limits have not been exceeded. Figure 4 shows a range-of-ranges example for using a BDD to represent a 2D sub-mesh of a 3D mesh with over one million nodes. The BDD shown in Figure 4 -(b) is all that is required to store the sub-mesh. We have assumed a standard ordering where X[j] denotes bit j in the binary representation of the wid(i). The sub-mesh is defined by a range 
Bitmap Representation
The bitmap representation uses a bit array to store the ordered group map, where we set the wid(i) th bit to one whenever wid(i) is in the group. The bit-array requires the size of MPI_COMM_WORLD bits, independent of the size of the group. One simple heuristic is to store the bit-array starting from the first bit set up to the last bit set. Thus wid(largest) − wid(smallest) − 1 bits are needed to store the array.
A disadvantage of using bitmaps is that SELECT is a linear time operation. To alleviate this problem we store the cumulative total number of set bits in blocks of 1,000 items in an auxiliary structure. A binary search is performed on the auxiliary structure to determine the block containing the gid(i) th set bit. Within a block, a linear search is used to find the bit, when possible, we use the popcnt assembly instruction to count the number of set bits in a 32 or 64 bit register 5 . The auxiliary structure adds only ⌈(first − last − 1)/1, 000⌉ integers and and its size is small in comparison to the bitmap. Although there are asymptotically faster structures, for set sizes of one million the simple above-mentioned scheme performs well and uses small additional space. There is a rich literature on compressing bitmaps and there are a variety of bitmap representations that could be used to further improve the performance [19] . The framework can be easily extended to include other encoding schemes.
Burrows-Wheeler Transformation
One alternative for reducing the amount of storage for cases such as large unordered maps is to compress the group array of wid(i)s. Our framework uses functions from the bzip2 library that uses Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [9] and Huffman coding [18] . Even though originally BWT was designed to compress text, certain bit patterns in the numerical data such as ranges and sequences increase the chance of recurring characters after which BWT based compression techniques perform reasonably well. The block compression nature of BWT lets us perform SELECT efficiently. Blocks of 1,000 wid(i)s are compressed and SELECT is implemented by simply uncompressing the ⌈gidA(i)/1, 000⌉ th block. The SELECT operation takes the same amount of time irrespective of group size, world size and the location of the item, however, the operation is relatively slow because the entire block needs to be decompressed. As an optimization we cache the last decompressed block, which greatly reduces the time for selecting the same widA(i) or when iterating over all members of a group.
Further enhancements to this compression technique is possible using recent improvements in the computation of BWT by Okanohara and Sadakane [14] , notably an approach with linear time complexity [17] .
Wavelet Tree Representation
To store unordered group maps we take the set representation and add a permutation(π) of the default ordering of the set to the required ordering of the gidA(i). The amount of storage needed for the permutation depends on the group size not on the world size. We use a succinct data structure called Wavelet Tree on Runs [5] that compresses the permutation and provides fast computation of π(i) and π −1 (i). There are a wide range of algorithms available to encode permutations. Jérémy and Gonzalo [5] have studied several techniques to compress a permutation and suggested three solutions: Wavelet Tree on Runs (WTR), Stricter Runs and Shuffled Sequences. WTR which is based on the reverse of the merge sort algorithm, takes advantage of ordered subsequences in π performs π(i) and π −1 (i) in Ω(1 + log ρ) time using n⌈lg ρ⌉(1 + o(1)) + Ω(lg(n)) bits, where ρ represents number of runs in the permutation [5] . A run is a largest monotonically increasing subsection of the permutation. The algorithm performs a Hu-Tucker algorithm [15] on runs and encodes the result in a binary trie.
WTR is optimized to compress permutations with less number of runs. This property is particularly interesting since there are few MPI group manipulation functions that increase the number of runs. Since groups are derived from MPI_COMM_WORLD, which is monotonically increasing, and most of the group management functions keep the ordering of the originating groups, permutations with small number of runs are more probable. While the Stricter Runs and Shuffled Sequences techniques support more sophisticated structures they are not as probable as WTR for a typical MPI application and their potential memory overhead render them less useful than WTR for our application. Before creating the WTR representation we first calculate the number of runs and only use WTR when the number of runs is less than a preset limit to avoid an explosion in the working memory.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
The framework is implemented as an independent module that hides all the internals of the different representations. The API includes routines to create and destroy the group map along with SELECT operation. We assume that the array group representation is used as initial input to the module. There is also a routine for configuring different strategies that implement various time/space trade-offs. The three strategies we have defined attempt to optimize space, time, and a hybrid one that is a balance between the two. Each OS process could choose a strategy based on the characteristics of the machine and the same group map could use different strategies in different processes.
In Section 6.1 and 6.2 we give the results for experiments comparing the time and space requirements for various ordered and unordered group maps and discuss the strategies that emerge from the experiments. The experiments were conducted on a wide variety of different groups including those used to exercise a particular representation as well as the type of groups that arise from the group management operations in MPI. For illustrative purposes we focus on groups derived from a MPI world of size 2 20 , which exceeds one million proclets. All experiments were conducted on an Intel R Core TM i7 2.67 GHz workstation with 6 Gbytes of memory using a standalone implementation of the framework module in FG-MPI. From our experiments we have selected ones that best illustrate the rationale for having the different representations and their influence on our choice of hybrid strategy. Table 1 : Space and time costs for different ordered groups using BDD, BWT, Bitmaps (BM), Bitmaps with popcnt (BMp), and Range/Stride (R/S). Annotations on the left show row with best Space (S), best SELECT time for All items (T1) and best SE-LECT time for One item (T2) for {BWT, BDD, BM} and choice for the hybrid strategy (ST).
Ordered Groups
tation we report space in terms of the total amount of space and, to allow comparison between different group sizes, the average number of bits per group member (bpg). For time, we compare the different representations with respect to two types of access patterns. First, the total time required to iterate though the entire group map, Select-All (S-All), which is the overhead for a collective operation, assuming a simple implementation on top of the point-to-point send/receive. Second, the select time for one member, Select-One (S-One), which is the overhead for a send operation. The S-One time is computed as the average over a 1,000 randomly selected group destinations. In reporting the time for bitmaps we also give the time on architectures supporting the popcnt operation. The annotations (see Table 1 ) show the best representation for space, time for S-All and S-One among the non-array representations and the representation chosen by the hybrid strategy. As Table 1 shows, for time, an array is always the fastest. A simple range, because of cache hits, can potentially do better but even with 10,000 elements the array access is faster. A good trade-off when popcnt is available is BMp. It significantly speeds up BM and, except for R/S or when the array is smaller (e.g., Group 8), does well in terms of space.
For space, the best representation varies and a bpg value or estimate can be calculated and used to choose the best representation. The strategy chooses between (a) bgp value returned by BDD create, if successful, (b) bpg for a group A of size M , calculated by
where max {wid(i)} and min {wid(i)} are the largest and smallest wid(i), respectively, in group A, and (c) bpg estimate for BWT calculated as lgN , for a world of size N . As Table 1 shows the one giving the best space varies between BDD {1, 2, 3, 5, 7}, BM {4}, R/S {6}, and BWT {8}. Although BDD appears to do well it depends on the specific patterns and it is easy to construct groups such as Group 4 and 8 where it does poorly. Notice that BM does well for dense groups, Group 4, but not for sparse groups such as Group 8 where our heuristic fails to reduce the bpg. BDDs also give the most variation for S-All and S-One times. SOne time tends to increase with increased BDD size (higher bpg) while S-All time increases with the number of X's in the path structure. The hybrid strategy (ST) chooses BDD {1, 3, 5, 7}, BM {2, 4}, R/S {6} and array {8}. This is similar to the space optimized strategy, except we avoid BWT and choose BM and an array over a BDD in some cases. Since the select time for BDD is so dependent on the path structure, a BDD is only chosen when bpg is small (<5) and significantly smaller than bpg for BM. In the case of groups 4 and 8, BDD create would fail (we removed the limits for these tests). Table 2 compares the space and time requirements for several different unordered groups. As for ordered groups, array always gives the best performance for time, but for space the best representation varies. The amount of space required for WTR depends directly on the number of runs and as shown by Group 2, the worst case, WTR fails when the number of runs exceeds the predefined limit. The best representation is found by calculating bpg for each representation and choosing the one with the smallest bpg, which succeeds.
Unordered Groups
The ST strategy uses the same criteria for choosing the appropriate set representation. The only major change is that because WTR adds both space and time, an array is chosen more often and as shown in Group 4, when compression is sufficiently good, BWT is chosen. Although the use of WTR Table 2 : Space and time costs for different unordered groups, BWT or a composite structure with a set (R/S, BDD, BM, BMp) and permutation (WTR). Annotated as in Table 1 .
can save considerable amount of space, the combination of permutation and set can lead to considerable variation in communication costs. One interesting technique we have not evaluated is the persistent communication mechanism in MPI to allow the user to amortize select time over several communications to the same destination. Similarly, because the ALL and send times are part of message start-up costs, the impact of select is less for large messages.
GROUP MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
MPI also provides an opaque structure for groups with routines to create groups and operations to add and remove members. The sole purpose of groups is as input to MPI_Comm_create, which is one way to create a new communicator. Proclets can extract the underlying group from a communicator by MPI_Comm_group and then use a sequence of group operations to construct a new group, which can be used to create a communicator with MPI_Comm_create. One could use colors and keys with MPI_Comm_split, but MPI_Comm_create has the advantage that since the group is defined locally the group information does not need to be distributed (see Procedure 2 in Section 4).
Three scalability issues related to groups are as follows. First, since the group operators do not modify their input but return a new object each time, without careful management of the group objects, a sequence of operations can result in several large objects. Second, there are operations such as MPI_Group_incl and MPI_Group_excl with an array as a parameter where the array could conceivable grow large [4] . As a consequence, although groups operations are all local, typically the same operations are performed in all the intended group members, which results in a system-wide spike in the use of memory that remains until the shared communicator is created and the group object is freed.
A third issue related to the succinct representation of groups is that the order of the parameters to the operations can easily result in unordered lists from two ordered lists. . Theoretically, unordered collections (maps) require more storage than ordered ones (sets). These issues relate to the MPI standard and not its implementation, and group management is on the list of items to be by reviewed by the MPI Forum for MPI 3.0.
Building on our set and permutation framework to scale communicators, we propose making the following change to the definition of a group to improve its scalability. The suggested change is to modify the definition of a group from a mapping to a simple set. In the remainder we first discuss consequences of such a change including the modifications needed to the MPI standard. Second, we discuss the benefits of this change as it relates to our work on communicators.
Groups as Sets
As a set, it is no longer possible to define a re-mapping of the ranks of a group. However, for those cases where a remapping is needed it can be accomplished by the following operation, once the group has become a communicator,
MPI_Comm_split(comm, 0, newrank, *newcomm).
This routine produces a new communicator that maps the current rank of proclet in comm to newrank. This operation can be efficiently supported by the framework since, for the non-map representations, we already have the set and only need to add the permutation (WTR). We can even avoid copying the set by keeping reference counts so that both comm and newcomm can share the set. This optimization to MPI_Comm_split could be supported by adding a MPI_PERMUTE constant to the MPI standard for use as the color parameter to signal it is a permutation of the existing set.
Existing code that does the re-mapping with group operations needs to be modified and, because MPI_Comm_group now returns a set rather than map, code which depends on returning a map needs to be modified. A final consequence to this change is that for unordered groups MPI_Comm_trans late_ranks cannot be used to translate the rank of a proclet in one group to that of another. This could be supported by adding MPI_Comm_translate_ranks and MPI_Comm_compare, that are similar to their group counterparts except that they operate on communicators rather than group objects. Like their group counterparts they are local operations. The use of MPI_IDENT for MPI_Group_compare would need to be deprecated since all groups use the default ordering. Routines MPI_Group_translate_ranks and MPI_Group_compare are still useful for obtaining ranks and comparing the underlying sets.
In terms of a composite representation, the translation of gidA(i) in communicator A is
B (RAN KB(SELECTA(πA(gidA(i))))) in communicator B, since SELECTA(πA(gidA(i))) = SELECTB(πB(gidB(i))) where RAN K and SELECT are inverses. For a world of size N this operation requires O(log N ) queries for RAN K and almost constant time for π −1 in the WTR representation. Although the log N queries makes translation relatively costly, the operation is local, not required very often, if necessary could be cached and finally bulk translations can save time by using iterators.
Implementation of Groups
Our original motivation for investigating BDDs was because of the group management routines in MPI. The BDD package BuDDY has efficient implementations for the union, intersection and difference of two groups which can result in compact representations for many sets. BBD operations have the advantage that their size is proportional to the input sizes for simple boolean operations. As well, one nice feature of the BuDDy package is that the underlying BDD operations share the underlying BDD graph structure and thus may avoid the problem of returning new objects for each group operation. It may even be possible to extend this copying to other proclets and maintain one combined BDD per process.
Chaarawi and Gabriel [10] have investigated more general range representations to reduce the storage needed for groups and communicators. The technique underlying their approach was to store a group operation in terms of its difference from its input. Thus the resulting group can be efficiently stored as a sequence of updates to the membership. The BuDDy package has the same ability and maintains a common graph to store a set boolean expressions, which achieves the same goal as [10] in compactly storing the result of a sequence of operations. Unlike [10] , we do not couple the group representation to that of the communicator, but rather at communicator creation time extract the path information from the BDD to obtain a more compressed static structure. The approach in [10] was tailored to ranges and strides whereas unfortunately, as shown in Table 1 , the size of BDD's depends on the values of S1 and S2, which can grow very large for some strides.
EXPERIMENTS WITH FG-MPI
In this section we investigate the overhead of creating different sizes and numbers of communicators and messaging among their group members. Our test setup consists of two 4-core workstations connected by a local area network. One of the machines is an Intel R Core TM i7 workstation running at 2.67 GHz and the other is Intel Xeon E5530 at 2.4 GHz. Both machines have 6 GB of memory and run Ubuntu version 9.04 (Linux kernel 2.6.28-15-Generic) with hyper-threading enabled.
Communicator Creation and Messaging
We have designed an MPI benchmark to evaluate the creation of different numbers and sizes of communicators and the messaging time among the group members using a variety of parameters such as the size of the groups, the group map representation, the size of the outer communicator for communicator creation and the distribution of proclets to processes.
We designed a number of experiment sets to evaluate the above parameters both in terms of space and time. The results for these experiments are shown in Figure 5 . In these experiments the MPI_WORLD_COMM size is 110,000 6 proclets 6 We have encountered a problem in the receive path of our which are evenly distributed over 16 OS processes, with 6875 proclets in each process and 8 processes on each of two machines. Each of the data points reported in the figure is the mean value of at least three independent runs. Each class of experiments given in Sections 8.1.1, 8.1.2 and 8.1.3 investigates one property of the system, while keeping the other parameters constant. The distribution of proclets to processes is kept similar within each experiment class, but differs across different experiment sets. Thus, it is not possible to directly compare the results between different experiment sets.
The saving on space using our map framework versus the array is also reported for each experiment set. This denotes the total amount of space saved by using our framework, for 8 communicators in a system of 16 OS processes across two machines. Sharing of group map among collocated proclets is enabled for both our framework and the array map, therefore, that effect is factored out. As Figure 5 shows, our framework does better than arrays in terms of space for all cases.
Apart from the saving on space, we report three different times in Figure 5 : The time to create a communicator of the indicated size, the point to point communication time of 10,000 messages communicated among randomly chosen sender and receiver pairs inside a group, and the time to perform ten collective gather operations by rank 0 in the group. The time for the point to point communication time of 10,000 random messages includes the time for synchronization at the end of messaging.
Experiment set A
In this set three different group sizes were evaluated while keeping the group map representation, the size of outer communicator and the distribution of proclets to processes the same. Experiment set A1 creates a group of size 10,000, A2 creates a group of size 50,000 and A3 creates a group of size 100,000. The group in all three cases is a monotonically decreasing stride. Based on this group, the framework selects BWT as the underlying map. Set A shows the ability to create different sized communicators from small to large without a corresponding overhead in terms of space and time. If we look at the communicator creation times, the results for A1, A2 and A3 show the scalability of MPI_Comm_split routine with respect to the size of the group. Since in MPI_Comm_split, the group map is only sent to the leaders, we avoid an expensive communication operation to all group members and that number is dependent on the number of leaders and does not increase with the size of the group. In all our experiment sets, the group members are evenly distributed over MPI_WORLD_COMM, which was done to avoid concentration of group proclets inside any OS process or machine. In this case the number of leaders is equal to the number of OS processes. The time for creation of A1, A2 and A3 thus shows little variation because it is largely dependent on the size of the outer communicator.
The time to perform collective gather operations also scales well as we increase the group size from 10,000 to 100,000 taking 1.9 seconds for A1, 2.54 seconds for A2 and 3.14 seconds for A3 using BWT map.
The framework using BWT is designed for large group sizes and as we increase the group size, the saving on space system for world sizes greater than 110,000. Thus we only report on world sizes of up to 110,000. also becomes more efficient. This is apparent in the space numbers reported in Figure 5 .
For random point-to-point communication, BWT shows additional lookup overhead compared to arrays, but the times are still competitive. Use of cache in BWT implementation reduces the average lookup time, but in case of a cache miss the overhead to decompress a block adds to the lookup time.
Experiment set B
In this set three different map representations were evaluated while keeping the remaining parameters the same. Experiment B1 uses an unordered range with 2 runs, B2 uses a stride with one item randomly removed and B3 is a range of ranges. The group size in all cases is 100,000. Based on these group maps, the framework selects WTR+stride for B1, bitmap for B2 and BDD for B3. As the results show, the characteristics of the representations are quite different and it points to the challenge in selecting the best trade-off for different groups.
The communicator creation time using BDD is quite large compared to all other representations. This was expected since finding the smallest BDD graph is an NP-hard problem and the BuDDy implementation could be improved. The experiment shows substantial saving of space compared to the corresponding array map representation for the given group size of 100,000 for all the representations. BDD provides the highest savings (42.66 MB) in terms of space. BDD is expected to do even better in terms of space as the size of group grows large.
Although the array shows the best results for point-topoint messaging due to its constant lookup time in nearly all the experiments, we see that the messaging time for B1 using WTR+stride does better than the array map. This is because the amount of space required to store a WTR+stride is small and fits in the system's cache, which is not the case for the large array. B2, on the other hand, has a larger overhead in terms of lookup time, but it wins on the space compared to arrays.
Experiment set C
In this set the size of the outer communicator was varied while keeping the remaining parameters same. Experiment set C1 uses an outer communicator (MPI_COMM_WORLD) of size 20,000, C2 of size 50,000 and C3 of size 100,000. The group map in every case is a union of a range and a stride and the size of the group being created in each case is 10,000. For this group, the framework selects bitmap for storing the group map. As expected, the results show that the size of the outer communicator has a direct effect on the communicator creation time. For all the times reported, the results show good scalability from world sizes of 20,000 to 100,000 and the effect of increasing the total number of proclets in our system.
Bitmap, as expected, has a higher lookup and communicator creation time compared to arrays. We see that C1 shows a larger saving on space compared to C3, The reason for this is that as we increase the MPI_COMM_WORLD size, the bitmap becomes sparser and hence less space efficient.
Large Number of Communicators
Using our benchmark program, we also tested creation of a large number of communicators. Our system comprised of two machines, with 16 OS processes evenly distributed on the two machines and 6250 proclets in each process. Our empirical results showed that the system scaled well and the maximum number of communicators that could be created were limited only by MPICH2's configuration parameters. For efficiency reasons, there are parameters in MPICH2 to control the allocation of a pool of communicators. These parameters were not changed for the following experiment which creates a large number of large communicators.
We ran a test where MPI_Comm_split was used to split MPI_COMM_WORLD of size 100,000 into 100 communicators of size 1000 each. This operation was performed repeatedly in a loop and we successfully created 4,100 context-ids inside a process before the system exhausted the communicator memory pool.
CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented and evaluated scalable techniques for groups and communicators using FG-MPI, a fine-grain version of MPI that scales to over one hundred thousand MPI processes. We explored two different techniques for reducing the storage requirements for communicators inside MPI. The first idea was the sharing of the group map among collocated proclets. Although not directly applicable to "one process per processor" type MPI systems the technique and the algorithms developed can be applied to share the group map among processes on the same machine. Sharing the group map led to an introduction of a new definition of context-id as well as location-aware algorithms for MPI_Comm_split and MPI_Comm_create. A major part of the design of FG-MPI was also the de-coupling of MPI processes from OS-processes that led to maps from group identifiers to their world identifiers, which made it possible to implement the framework introduced in second part of the paper.
The framework we introduced for concise representations of the group map was based on the observation that a mapping can be decomposed into a set and permutation. This decomposition allows us to use a compact set representation for the usual case where a specific mapping is not required and only adds a permutation when needed. The use of sets allowed us to consider implicit representation such as BDDs that we believe are well-suited for the types of group operations used to construct communicators. We incorporated operations from the widely-used BuDDy BDD package, and further optimized the final representation by only storing the resulting paths. In addition for unordered maps we incorporated Wavelet Trees on Runs, a state-of-the-art succinct data structure, well-suited when there are monotonically increasing runs in the map, which is likely the case in MPI. As a final catch all, we added BWT (i.e., bzip2) compression so that in memory constrained environments some compression is possible when there is no discernible pattern. We investigated time and space trade-offs between the representations to design strategies on top of the framework.
Building on our set and permutation approach we proposed changes to the definition of a group in MPI. It is a relatively minor change but allows groups to benefit from set compression techniques that can be stored in less space than general maps. We also proposed the use of BDDs because of their support for binary operations along with their ability to store multiple results in a single graph, thus sharing the graph structure inside a proclet.
